
Follow Us Online!

THE LATEST & GREATEST 
FICTION BOOKS

WHAT'S
NEW?

2023

Library Hours of Operation

SUNDAY
MONDAY
TUESDAY
WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
FRIDAY
SATURDAY

1:00 PM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 9:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM
9:00 AM — 5:00 PM

WHAT'S
HOT?

More Information
www.benlib.org
reference@benlib.org
(630) 766 - 4642

Visit the Library
200 S. Church Road, Bensenville, IL 60106

OCTOBEROCTOBER

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c2936795-35a5-bb97-7723-8d489f6381fa-eng/Home?searchId=27426894&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/d926608d-3af5-0392-9d70-e62fe33a6dd5-eng/Home?searchId=27427042&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/e00b03e1-af75-2dff-c809-197e9520ca21-eng/Home?searchId=27427004&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/fbba4cbc-4370-83fa-4409-5818516976ce-eng/Home?searchId=27426925&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/7013ccb8-ba1f-f40e-de2e-24bf17129a54-eng/Home?searchId=27426968&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/fe8a00ef-72aa-81be-f03f-a993d7a42e69-eng/Home?searchId=27427062&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
http://benlib.org/


DEBUT
NOVELS

COMING SOON IN CASE YOU
MISSED IT...

Murder  by Degrees by Ritu Mukerji

Love  at 350° by Lisa Peers

West  Heart Kill by Dann McDorman

The House of Doors
by Tan Twan Eng
In 1921 Penang, Lesley Hamlyn's
complex marriage and her connection
to famed writer Somerset Maugham's
friend Gerald unravel in a tale of love,
friendship, and hidden secrets.

Starling House
by Alix E. Harrow
In Eden, Opal cares for haunted
Starling House and its heir, Arthur.
Confronting buried secrets, they must
fight fears to save their town from
literal nightmares, transforming the
eerie house into a home.

The Leftover Woman
by Jean Kwok
Jasmine is fleeing her controlling
husband in China, searching for her
daughter in NYC, while Rebecca faces a
crumbling perfect life, leading them on
a collision course of identity,
motherhood, and belonging.

Everything is Not Enough
by Lola Akerstrom
Three Black women in Sweden navigate
personal struggles and relationships,
questioning societal expectations and
confronting their pasts in their pursuit
of happiness.

In 1875 Philadelphia, Dr. Lydia
Weston, a professor at Woman's
Medical College, investigates the
suspicious death of her student
Anna Ward, initially ruled a
suicide, using her expertise and a
cryptic diary, unraveling a
hidden secret before becoming
the target of those trying to
silence Anna.

Teacher and single mom Tori
Moore auditions for a baking
competition, aiming to fulfill her
dream of opening a bakery,
while celebrity chef Kendra
Campbell, desperate to save her
restaurant and cookie empire,
navigates a shift from harsh
critique to encouragement,
leading to unexpected
challenges and rewards.

At a remote hunting lodge,
private detective Adam McAnnis
becomes embroiled in a
suspenseful murder mystery
among a group of scheming
individuals, encountering three
corpses within four days during
a raging storm, in this unique
and original debut novel that
challenges genre conventions.

Wallace, suspecting he might be
dead, embarks on a poignant and
humorous journey to live a
lifetime in seven days with the
help of a peculiar tea shop owner
before crossing over.

When you've already died, there
should be nothing left to fear ...
When Adam pulls Elle's half-
frozen body from a California
beach, she has no memory of
what her full name is and how she
got those bruises ringing her
throat. As flashes of her memory
return, Elle faces a terrible truth--
buried in her mind lurks a secret
so dark it could get her killed.

In a tale of unexpected
connections, Carla, a resilient
Californian with a reading
disability, finds herself drawn into
the literary world of silver-haired
poet Viridian, leading her on a
transformative journey filled with
secrets, poetry, and self-discovery.

COMING 10/3/23

The  Poet’s House by Jean Thompson

Point Last Seen by Christina Dodd

Under  the Whispering Door by TJ Klune

COMING 10/10/23

COMING 10/17/23

COMING 10/24/23

https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3172688?searchId=27427172&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3179981?searchId=27427266&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/52a47aaf-c730-3cd8-ddfd-acd02bcd3581-eng/Home?searchId=27427423&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/01385f5d-2854-1bab-fa3e-5c5ea0dfd179-eng/Home?searchId=27428188&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/bf59f967-92a4-505d-6cf3-2204b1fb9bfd-eng/Home?searchId=27428301&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/c6619834-a00f-011b-0e5c-079553383f9e-eng/Home?searchId=27428481&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3169696?searchId=27427991&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/09ff582b-3589-ace1-c826-b66459a0a24b-eng/Home?searchId=27427567&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/de19f593-abcf-4788-96b1-c47dedb10668-eng/Home?searchId=27427729&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/GroupedWork/f0844165-ec3e-346c-07fb-011b5b47bd77-eng/Home?searchId=27428096&recordIndex=1&page=1&searchSource=local&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex
https://bvd.swanlibraries.net/Record/a3029206?searchId=2034573&recordIndex=1&page=1&referred=resultIndex

